Primary Maker:
Title: **Sectional Animals**
Date: 1900-1920
Medium: Cardboard
Dimensions: Container (box): $1 \times 9 \frac{1}{2} \times 7 \frac{1}{4}$ in. ($2.5 \times 24.1 \times 18.4$ cm)
Credit Line: The Liman Collection
Object Number: 1992.12.18

Object Name: Puzzle
Classification: TOYS
Physical Description:
Six puzzles in various colors, each with eight large pieces, representing animals with their names underneath pictures: zebra, tiger, elephant, bear, lion, buffalo; in green cardboard box with cover illustration of three pictures of buffalo, lion, and bear, against background of palm trees; sides of lid decorated with greenery; inside of box stamped with pictures of puzzles when completed.

Related Objects: